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almost every music genre in the last 35 years has seen musicians using the piano, the harpsichord
or the organ for atmospheric and atmospheric music. this expansion pack will give you the

opportunity to do so. the pack consists of 33 presets, covering all kind of instruments: acoustic
piano, harpsichord, accordion, organ, hammond and a lot of bonus content like evocative drones,
pads, deep synth sounds or even how to get free of the piano. kevin schroeder has created 120

presets full of atmosphere, cinematic sounds and cinematic genres for the vps avenger. no matter if
you are looking for that special sound that is not only unique, but also memorable and stunning, or if
you want to explore a new style of music, this pack will show you how to get there. whether you are
looking for epic modern chiptune sounds, driving atmospheres, dark drones, cinematic soundscapes

or moody cinematic soundscapes, this expansion pack gives you access to it all. explore a broad
variety of presets from the largest and deepest synthesizers in the world, as well as the rode nt1tube
and the focusrite saffire 6 usb audio interface. all presets have been recorded, processed and mixed
with a focus on maximum dynamism, cinematic and rich sound and show you how to get there. the
new vps avenger expansion pack "big mess" from manuel schleis offers a wide range of presets for

the avenger that cover more than 20 genres like dubstep, edm, future garage, dark electronica,
chillout, dubstep, ambient, noise, cinematic, horror, dark ambient, electro, digital, tech, chillout,

experimental, ambient, complextro and more. every preset offers a unique sound! big mess features
multiple new wavetables, 80s inspired arps and cool retro synth pads and easy to use shapes. if you

want to experience the power of the avenger, this is your pack!
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if you are looking for a great starting point for a new production, or you just want to make some new
"old school" edm, this is the pack for you! in this first part of the edm expansion pack series we

present you with the 2 core element of the pack: "drum kits" and "risers" - 15 drum kits and more
than 30 risers are in this library! the concept of the edm series is simple: if it were made of real

metal, it would be a drum kit. well, it is real metal but without a body! the producers used the actual
sounds of real drums but make them more or less unbalanced and modulated to all kinds of effects:
the kick, the snare, the tom, the bass and the hi hat. add a nice fx-riser to your track and you get a

really fresh drum kit! if you like a real and crunchy break beat, but still want to be soft on the edges,
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then the edm riser pack for avenger is the perfect choice! these riser sounds are carefully crafted to
evoke the feeling of big and deep breakbeats. when you get a big and punchy riser sound you can
add it to your song, and the effect is simply stunning! if you dont like a punchy feeling in your edm,
then this expansion pack is just the thing for you! all riser effects are made in the most realistic way
possible. they will never sound computer-generated. if you are looking for a real and crunchy break
beat, then the edm riser pack for avenger is the perfect choice! the creation of the edm expansion

pack series: the amazing kevin schroeder shows you his new and very deep expansion pack: "2
volume edm expansion pack". he carefully selected more than 100 sample packs to create these

many amazing edm riser effects. these new sounds will be a perfect starting point for your next track
and are also very versatile, you can add them to almost any edm track to get a fresh and new sound.

this edm expansion pack is a must have for all producers of edm, house and other genres who just
love breakbeats! 5ec8ef588b
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